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Abstract— In this article, we propose a solution to the problem
of query by example for polyphonic music audio. We first present
a generic mid-level representation for audio queries. Unlike
previous efforts in the literature, the proposed representation is
not dependent on the different spectral characteristics of different
musical instruments and the accurate location of note onsets
and offsets. This is achieved by first mapping the short term
frequency spectrum of consecutive audio frames to the musical
space (The Spiral Array) and defining a tonal identity with
respect to center of effect that is generated by the spectral
weights of the musical notes. We then use the resulting single
dimensional text representations of the audio to create n-gram
statistical sequence models to track the tonal characteristics
and the behavior of the pieces. After performing appropriate
smoothing, we build a collection of melodic n-gram models for
testing. Using perplexity-based scoring, we test the likelihood of a
sequence of lexical chords (an audio query) given each model in
the database collection. Initial results show that, some variations
of the input piece appears in the top 5 results 81% of the time for
whole melody inputs within a 500 polyphonic melody database.
We also tested the retrieval engine for small audio clips. Using
25s segments, variations of the input piece are among the top 5
results 75% of the time.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Due to advances in computer and network technologies,
development of efficient data storage and retrieval techniques
have received much attention in recent years. Music Information Retrieval (MIR) is one example of technologies that
focus on identifying desired music data within large music
collections. The query input to such systems may be of various
types, such as modes of natural human interactions (humming,
singing, recorded audio samples) or metadata (lyrics, genres,
artists.) Given the metadata, retrieval can be straightforward;
string matching algorithms that are used in web search engines
are capable of these kinds of tasks. On the other hand, when
the input query is in the form of audio, signal processing
algorithms and music knowledge based techniques need to
be incorporated. Query by Example is the problem under
discussion in this work, where a system must match an audio
query (a polyphonic signal) to similar audio samples that are
stored in a database.
A considerable amount of research has focused on the
transcription of music audio signal to MIDI or piano roll
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type representations for accurate understanding of the tonal
structures of a polyphonic melody. Numerous researchers have
modeled sound events in order to detect musical notes and
their onset and offset times. Amongst them, Raphael [1],
Pertusa & Inesta [2], Smargadis & Brown [3], Ryynanen &
Klapuri [4], and Poliner & Ellis [5] have employed machine
learning algorithms such as Hidden Markov Models, Bayesian
networks, and Support Vector Machines, which perform well
for mono-timbral transcription tasks, such as piano music transcription, where only one single instrument is allowed. These
results are promising, however, their extension to a general
solution for non-instrument specific polyphonic transcription
remains in question.
The common solution to music audio matching and retrieval
is to perform symbol-to-symbol comparison within a database
to find the most similar, or the exact, matches to the input.
Since the main features that are being used for the matching
task are features (or symbols) that are extracted from the
transcription process, the performance of the transcription
directly impacts the performance of the matching and retrieval.
In fact, retreival systems can be tolerant against some levels of
uncertainty, so that the retrieval problem might be independent
of the performance of accurate audio to note transcription.
Initial efforts in polyphonic music retrieval used MIDI
transcriptions for modeling melodies. Doraisamy & Ruger [6]
used MIDI transcriptions of musical pieces for comparing
audio data; n-grams were built from different sets of features
that were extracted from MIDI transcriptions, and the cosine
rule was adopted for the ranked retrieval.
Pickens et. al. [7] considered the query by example problem
as a whole and proposed a general solution. They used existing
polyphonic transcription systems in the literature to collect
melodic note features from mono-timbral (piano only) music
audio. The transcription was then mapped to a harmonic
domain, namely a harmonic model that was designed for
representing the n length database entries with 24n × 24
matrices corresponding to the distributions of the 24 lexical
triads (three-note chords) for the concurrent states. In later
studies, Lavrenko & Pickens [8] used random fields to model
polyphonic music pieces from MIDI files. Using random

fields, they automatically induced new high level features
from the melodies, such as consonant and dissonant chords,
progressions and repetitions, to efficiently model polyphonic
music information.
II. H YPHOTHESIS & OVERVIEW
In our work, we use a similar strategy for solving the
query by example problem. Our representation schema is
slightly different from Pickens et. al.’s in that we prefer single
dimensional representations of chord sequences, and we are
not directly limited by the performance of the initial audioto-symbol transcription. Our aim for transcription is a midlevel representation, which is independent of the exact note
onsets and offsets, and also independent of the spectral effects
of different musical instruments. We try to show that our
optimization criterion in this work is not transcription accuracy
but the retrieval performance.
We use fixed length audio frames for frequency analysis.
The audio frequeny domain is the main feature set we have
for melodic representation. We post-process the short term frequency vector to acquire a distribution of the 12 distinct pitch
classes (A to G#); their weights are given by the amplitudes
of the corresponding fft feature vector. The pitch class vector
is than mapped to Chew’s Spiral Array representation [9].

Fig. 1.

is explained. In Section IV we briefly discuss the Spiral Array
model, and we present how we map the pitch class vector
to the Spiral Array for extracting harmonic chord instances at
corresponding time windows. Next in Section V, we report the
results of our retrieval experiments and conclude the paper in
Section VI with further discussion and future work.
III. M ELODIC R EPRESENTATION
Because of the complex nature of polyphonic music audio, a
direct mapping from audio to musical notes is not straightforward. As mentioned in Section I, researchers have attempted
to solve the polyphonic transcription problem using a variety
of techniques, but their success has been primarily limited to
mono-timbral experiments. For this reason, we choose a midlevel representation that can be generalized for any kind of
instrumental music audio. Similar to a previous approach by
Pickens et. al., we select 24 lexical chords as the representation
grammar, spanning all major and minor triads in one full
octave. As shown in Fig. 1, we first segment the audio into
small frames, then stamp each frame with one of the 24 lexical
chords. For chord estimation, we map the frequency spectrum
of the corresponding frame to the Spiral Array representation,
the details of which will be addressed in the next section.
We use 125ms non-overlapping hamming audio windows
and apply the fft algorithm to gather the frequency spectrum
of each consecutive frame. Fig. 2 shows the fft spectrum of
a random frame in the Molto Allegro movement of Mozart’s
Symphony No.40.

System Overview

Fig. 1 gives a system overview. From the estimated chord
time series representation, we create n-gram language models for the melodies in the database. We then mix these
models with a corresponding Universal Background Model
for normalization purposes. Given a query, a time series of
lexical chords that represents the input melody, we perform
perplexity-based scorings for each of the smoothed n-gram
models in the database, and attain an N -best list from the
entire dataset. Our final goal is to observe how well this
transcription accuracy-independent mid-level representation
performs on expressive variations of the input melody using
an N -best metric.
The rest of the paper is planned as the following. Section III
discusses the melodic representation that we use for representing polyphonic music samples. In this section, the algorithm
for extracting the pitch class feature vector from fft analysis

Fig. 2. Frequency spectrum of a random frame generated by fft with note
annotations based on peak detection

In the frequency spectrum shown, some peaks are marked
with note information on the active pitch (not all are annotated). These peaks are automatically selected by applying a
simple curve fitting algorithm on the fft vector. We consider
a pitch range from 27.5 Hz (A0) to 3520 Hz (A7). We use a
short length sliding window for the fft vector. For the samples
inside the window, we fit a parabolic function to the sample
points. If the parabolic function is concave and the maximum
(the point at which f 0 (x) = 0) lies within the selected fft
window, then a peak is assumed to exist. The active pitch in
this location is the one that corresponds to the maximum point
of the windowed fft vector.

For each detected peak, we record its active pitch, and its
amplitude. After all the possible peaks in the frequency spectrum are extracted, the information is accumulated in a vector
called the pitch class profile (PCP) which contains information
on the energy and the notes detected. The corresponding PCP
for the above frame (Fig. 2) is shown in Fig. 3. One can see

Fig. 3. Corresponding PCP vector for the frequency spectrum of Fig. 2 that
shows weights of 12 distinct pitches

from the figure that, F, C and D are the most dominant notes
in this particular audio window. Now, given the weight profile
of the active pitches, our goal is to assign the most meaningful
triad to this particular frame, and with the remaining frames, to
extract a one dimensional representation for the whole melody.
We used the Spiral Array model to achieve this goal.
IV. S PIRAL A RRAY
The Spiral Array is a geometric model for tonality that
defines representations for pitches, chords, and keys in a three
dimensional space. The Spiral Array has been used for key
finding [10], [11] and music similarity analysis [12]. We use
the Spiral Array to estimate musical chords (major and minor
triads) for each frame set, and thus construct a one dimensional
harmonic representation of the musical audio in the time
domain. According to the model, as shown in Fig. 4, notes
that are a Perfect 5th apart from each other are adjacent one
to another on the spiral, and pitches that are a Major 3rd
apart are vertical neighbors. Please see Chew [9] for other
specifications. On the spiral, 24 lexical chords are represented

Fig. 4.

Spiral Array: pitch locations and the C-Major triad chord

as triangles, an example of which is shown in Fig. 4. A Cmaj
chord, consisting of C, the reference pitch, G, the perfect fifth,

and E, the major 3rd for which, specific weights are assigned
to generate a representative position for the particular triad,
marked by a ”star” in the figure above. All such representation
points for the 24 major and minor triads are computed inside
the spiral.
A. Mapping from PCP to the Spiral Array
We use the fft amplitude values from the PCP vector as
weights for the corresponding pitch positions on the Spiral
Array to calculate a center of effect (CE), a point inside the
geometric structure, for the particular PCP. Here, an appropriate selection of pitch locations is required, since pitches within
the PCP may have multiple mappings onto the spiral. For
example, for F ] we should select either F ] on the spiral or G[ ,
which are physically the same, but theoratically different. The
pitch spelling algorithm ensures accurate selections of such
inconsistencies by simply selecting the closest location for the
appropriate pitch value with respect to the CE. Refer to [13] for
a more detailed analysis. For identifying the triad associated
with this CE, we search for the nearest chord representation.
The nearest neighbor chord gives the label for the particular
audio window. By successively applying the same algorithm
to the remaining frames, we construct a one dimensional text
transcription of the audio melody.
B. Modeling
An n-gram is a statistical model of subsequences of n items
within a larger sequence, and is in common use in natural
language processing applications to model word sequence
statistics. We use n-grams to statistically deduce information
of the harmonic behavior of polyphonic melodies. As seen
from Fig. 1, we store polyphonic melodies in our database in
the form of n-gram models in order to quantify the likelihood
that a given query sequence of chords is generated by one of
the stored melodic models.
To enable the efficient use of this strategy, normalization
of the n-gram models is required. We first need to create a
Universal Background Model (UBM) to compensate for the
variations in text lengths. A UBM is built by concatenating all
the available text transcriptions into one single document, and
creating an n-gram for this particular collection. By mixing the
UBM with each individual melodic n-gram model using a low
weight, the required smoothing is also performed. Finally, the
collection of the smoothed melodic n-grams constitutes our
database.
C. Perplexity-based Evaluation
Perplexity is a common way of evaluating the complexity
language models (i.e., its branching factor). In this work we
used perplexity to evaluate our melodic models against a given
query chord sequence. The perplexity measure gives us the
likelihood that the query was generated by a specific probability distribution, namely one of the melodic n-gram models.
By the calculated perplexity scores, our retrieval engine gives
an N -best list of most likely melody candidates. For creating
the n-gram models, performning smoothing by the UBM, and
model evaluation, we used the SRILM toolkit [14].

TABLE II

V. R ETRIEVAL E XPERIMENTS S ETUP

R ETRIEVAL TEST RESULTS FOR SHORT CLIPS OF AUDIO

This section describes the evaluation of our proposed model.
Length of the query

A. Data
We downloaded 500 MIDI files from the web for our main
melody database, and converted them to wav files. These
samples include approximately 150 selections from classical
pieces by composers such as Bach, Beethoven, Mozart, and
Chopin. The remainder of the 350 examples are variations of
the initial 150 samples. Some pieces have only one variation,
and some up to seven different variations. These variations
include different expressive performances, different orchestrations of the same piece, and variations on an original theme.
B. Retrieval Tests
We performed two sets of retrieval tests. First we use as
query one of the selections to see if one of its variations is
returned in the N -best list. For instance, when using Mozart’s
Symphony No.40 as a test sample, we select “version 0”
amongst all relevant documents in the database as the input
query, and checked to see if the resulting score table contained
versions 1, 2, 3, . . . , m in the N -best list. Setting N to different
numbers, we apply the same strategy to all variation groups in
the database, and the results are reported in Table I. Correct
retrieval occurs when one of the target models is in the N -best
list, otherwise the results is classified as an incorrect retrieval.
TABLE I
R ETRIEVAL T EST R ESULTS FOR WHOLE MELODY INPUTS WHERE A
CORRECT MATCH IS DEFINED WHEN THE N- BEST LIST INCLUDES THE
TARGET POLYPHONIC AUDIO

Length of the N -best List
N=1

N=5

N=10

N=20

Correct

903

966

982

1008

Incorrect

287

224

208

182

Total
Accuracy

1190
75%

81%

83%

86%

As expected, from Table I, we can see that the retrieval
result improves when we increase the tolerance region in the
N -best list. It is critical to set N to a reasonable level, since
in practical use, the number of samples in the database can
be extremely large. Even for a small scale database, an 81%
retrieval accuracy for N = 5 is promising, considering the
different types variations that are being tested.
For the second set of the tests, we randomly extracted 15s,
25s and 35s audio clips from the sample pieces, and used
them as the queries to our retrieval engine. Here, we aim to
examine the effect of different input lengths on perplexitybased scoring. For this test, we only used the baseline variation
(“variation 0”) of all melodies in the database as the source
of our short clips. Results for N = 5 are reported in Table II.
As can be seen from Table II, for 25s clips, we achieved
75% retrieval accuracy within the top 5 of the results list.

15s.

25s.

35s.

Correct

372

385

391

Incorrect

140

127

121

Total
Accuracy

512
73%

75%

76%

When the length of the input query increases, the retrieval
accuracy improves as expected; this is because more data in
the input sequence provides more meaningful comparisons in
retrieval. This relative change may be more significant in the
cases where the number of samples in the database is large.
VI. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented a mid-level representation
scheme for polyphonic music audio that is independent of
the note level transcription performance. Since the salient
pitches form the most important features in the defining of
musical chord identity, we claimed that the effect of spectral
differences of different instruments can be ignored. This is
achieved by mapping the audio spectrum to the Spiral Array
model, which accurately tracks the tonal behavior of the
melodies for sequential modeling. We used perplexity analysis
to understand how likely a query sequences can be generated
by melodic models. We also tested the system for different
query lengths to observe the effects of query length on the
perplexity-based scoring. Results for the retrieval tests showed
that, on average, around 80% of the time, we can expect
to retrieve a reasonable variation of the polyphonic query
in the 5-best list using the proposed mid-level lexical chord
representation.
As future work, we plan to test our representation scheme
and the retrieval system on a larger database. We would like
to test the scalability of the proposed system to large-scale
databases in terms of accuracy and computation time. We
would also like to expand our chord vocabulary to include
7th chords. This will help the system to represent a wider
range of musical samples.
Another future direction could be to build generic models
for the pieces that include all its variations. Here the application will be slightly different, since we will have one generic
model for each melody as the query target. Instead of trying
to retrieve relevant variations, we would then aim to match
to a single model for each input. This approach could result
in more meaningful retrieval in the face of extremely large
databases.
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